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Overview of subarachnoid haemorrhage

The brain is unique in its structure and development. Unlike other organs, as the cerebral blood vessels penetrate the cranial cavity, the vessels form a collateral network along the base of the brain and only the smaller vessels penetrate the brain substance. The larger vessels are contained within arachnoidal cisterns, designated the subarachnoid space. This subarachnoid space is a well-formed fluid containing compartment which contains and circulates CSF. Sheets of arachnoidal partition the subarachnoid space into distinct chambers which provide a fragile barrier to migration of CSF, infection, or blood, throughout the subarachnoid space. It is within this fragile network of arachnoidal reflections that subarachnoid haemorrhage may occur.

Subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) is a condition, not a disease, that can be produced by a multitude of aetiologies. The true incidence of SAH varies considerably on a geographic basis. In the USA, SAH is the cause of death in 16 per 100 000, while Japan reports rates of 25 deaths per 100 000 people. On the other hand, Rhodesia reports only 3-5 deaths from SAH per 100 000 people per year. In the 1966 Cooperative Study of intracranial aneurysms and subarachnoid haemorrhage, Locksley found 50% of 2627 subjects with aneurysmal subarachnoid haemorrhage were female. Under age 40, SAH occurs more commonly in males but after the age of 50 more commonly in females. In contrast to spontaneous intraparenchymal brain haemorrhage, SAH does not appear to have a consistent seasonal prevalence. Some authors have reported an increased incidence of SAH in the Spring and Autumn, while Ohno reported a peak seasonal incidence in Japan in the Winter months.

The data of the Cooperative Study shows that regardless of the aetiology, SAH most frequently occurs between ages 40 and 60, with the peak frequency between 55 and 60 years of age. The Cooperative Study also found that intracranial aneurysms were the causative factors in 54% of the initial SAH, while arteriovenous malformation (AVM) accounted for 6%, and other aetiologies the remaining 40%. The peak incidence of SAH attributed to aneurysm occurred at slightly older ages than that for AVM. Sixty-three per cent of the first haemorrhagic episodes from AVM occurred between ages 30 and 40.

A third of patients who develop SAH do so while they are asleep, while another third suffer occurrence during routine daily activities, and a third during strenuous activity. Bending and lifting activities have the highest association with SAH among those activities considered strenuous.

Death rates from the initial haemorrhage range from 40–60%. Freytag reported 250 consecutive deaths from SAH and found 60% of the deaths were immediate, 20% within 24 hours of the haemorrhage, and only 11% of the patients lived over 24 hours. Ruptured cerebral aneurysm is the most common cause of non-traumatic SAH, although hypertensive SAH was the most common cause of early death in the Cooperative Study. Hypertensive SAH accounted for 52% of the deaths, whereas aneurysmal SAH accounted for 36%. Ninety per cent of all patients dying within 72 hours had an intracranial haematoma in the first Cooperative Study.

The phase I report of the 1966 Cooperative Study recorded 6368 patients experiencing spontaneous SAH over a period of eight years. Of these patients, 51% had cerebral aneurysms subsequently diagnosed, while the remaining patients had some other cause for the haemorrhage. Stebbens reviewed 11 series reported from 1950–69 and found aneurysm as the source of SAH in 18–76% of the cases. Other causes include trauma, cerebral and spinal vascular malformations, intrinsic and extrinsic cranial and spinal neoplasms, pathological and iatrogenic coagulopathy, collagen vascular disease, sickle cell anaemia, cerebral infarction, and drug abuse. For the purposes of discussion we will divide SAH into distinct categories of aneurysmal and non-aneurysmal SAH.

Although some overlap exists in the medical management of SAH in both categories, aneurysmal SAH presents unique surgical management circumstances that will be discussed separately. We will focus the following discussion on the diagnosis and treatment of both aneurysmal and non-aneurysmal SAH.

Diagnosis of subarachnoid haemorrhage

Headache is the most common clinical symptom of SAH and occurs in 85–95% of patients. At least one third of patients with aneurysmal SAH will have a minor leak, referred to as a sentinel haemorrhage.
sentinel haemorrhage may occur hours or days before a major aneurysmal haemorrhage. Many authors have emphasised that a sudden minor, but unusual, headache may herald a haemorrhage in the near future. In 2621 cases reviewed by the 1966 Cooperative Study for premonitory symptoms, the following were present immediately before a major SAH: headache (48%), orbital pain (7%), diplopia (4%), prosthesis (3%), visual loss (4%), seizures (4%), motor or sensory deficit (6%), dysphasia (2%), bursts (3%), dizziness (10%), and other (13%).

Nearly half of all patients with SAH enrolled in a recent international cooperative study had delays in excess of three days from onset of SAH to transfer to a neurosurgical centre. Delay in referral to a neurosurgical centre seriously affects patient outcome; therefore, efforts in the education of primary-care physicians towards rapid diagnosis and prompt referral seem warranted.

If a significant SAH occurs, the sudden onset of intense headache is the usual presenting symptoms, followed by pain radiating into the occipital or cervical region. As blood flows into the spinal canal, cervical pain or nuchal rigidity develops. The duration and intensity of the nuchal rigidity depends on the magnitude of the SAH, although symptoms vary between patients. Signs and symptoms similar to infectious meningitis are typically seen with SAH, due to an inflammatory reaction of the leptomeninges to the extravasation of blood. Kernig’s or LeSege’s sign may be present if substantial meningeal irritation exists.

Other symptoms of SAH include photophobia, nausea, vomiting, lethargy or altered mentation. Brief loss of consciousness occurs in most patients suffering SAH, which is followed by various levels of mentation. After the haemorrhage the patient may regain alertness and orientation, or may remain with varying degrees of lethargy, confusion or obturation. The altered level of consciousness is related to haematooma formation, hydrocephalus, increased intracranial pressure (ICP), vasospasm, or reduced cerebral blood flow. Other signs of neurological involvement may include motor or sensory deficits, upper motor neuron reflex changes, visual field deficits, abnormal brainstem reflexes, or abnormal motor posturing. Unlikely causes of motor deficits include emboli from the aneurysm sac, brain compression by a large or giant aneurysm, or seizures. Seizures may occur at the time of SAH and occur during haemorrhage in approximately 10% of patients.

Clinical signs of SAH that often accompany the presenting symptoms include mild hyperpyrexia, hypertension, and ophthalmological findings. Intracranial haemorrhages may occur in the vitreous or retina, but subhyaloid or preretalinal haemorrhages are more indicative of SAH. Subhyaloid haemorrhages appear as bright red, sharply demarcated regions adjacent to the optic disc. Other signs may include one or more cranial nerve palsies, depending upon the location of the haemorrhage and whether it is aneurysmal in aetiology.

Craniopharyngeal nerve palsy can be seen with SAH, especially in SAH due to ruptured cerebral aneurysms. Oculomotor nerve palsy frequently occurs with posterior carotid wall aneurysms associated with the posterior communicating artery. An oculomotor nerve palsy may be seen less frequently with aneurysms of the carotid bifurcation, the posterior cerebral artery, the basilar bifurcation, and the superior cerebellar artery. Third cranial nerve palsy associated with aneurysmal SAH or direct aneurysms mass effect typically results in a dilated pupil, ptosis, or deficits in eye mobility. Compression of the third nerve within the cavernous sinus may present with a midpoint pupil secondary to compression of sympathetic fibres en route to the iris. Trigeminal nerve distribution pain can result from SAH or aneurysm compression, but is rare and more commonly seen from giant aneurysms within the cavernous sinus. Abducens nerve palsy is frequently seen following SAH and is thought to be related to increased ICP and traction on the nerve during downward brainstem herniation during the haemorrhage.

CT scanning of the brain is the procedure of choice to confirm the diagnosis of subarachnoid haemorrhage. The CT scan can demonstrate the magnitude and location of the SAH, give clues as to the probable location of an aneurysm, and assess ventricular size. The success of detecting SAH with a CT scan is dependent upon the length of time after SAH until the scan is obtained. If the CT scan is obtained within five days of the haemorrhage, the probability is high that the scan can confirm the diagnosis. Eighty-five per cent of patients scanned within 48 hours of SAH and 75% of patients scanned within five days will have subarachnoid blood detectable on CT scanning.

The distribution of blood on the CT scan after SAH may give an indication of the probable location of an intracranial aneurysm. The presence of acute blood within the supratentorial ventricular system is often due to SAH from a ruptured anterior communicating artery aneurysm. With focal blood within the fourth ventricle, a vertebral artery aneurysm in the vicinity of the posterior inferior cerebellar artery should be suspected. Intracerebral haematomas are not uncommon
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in aneurysmal SAH, and are most frequently seen with ruptured middle cerebral or distal anterior cerebral artery aneurysms. Inferior frontal lobe haematomas commonly occur with ruptured anterior communicating artery aneurysms and are a highly accurate CT scan finding for localising the source of the SAH.40

Fisher has developed a grading scale for the CT scan appearance of SAH dependent upon the severity and location of subarachnoid blood.41 In the Fisher grading system, Grade I had no blood detectable, whereas Grade II patients had a layer of blood less than 1 mm thick diffusely spread throughout the subarachnoid cisterns. Grade III patients had CT scan appearance of SAH greater than 1 mm thick, while Grade IV patients had intraventricular or intracerebral blood. The Fisher grading system is used to relate the amount of subarachnoid blood on a CT scan to the probability of developing delayed ischaemia secondary to vasospasm.

Visual examination of CSF obtained by lumbar puncture can confirm the diagnosis of SAH when the CT scan is negative. Lumbar puncture after SAH is not without risk. Duffy reviewed 54 patients who had lumbar puncture following spontaneous SAH. Thirteen per cent had significant neurological deterioration following lumbar puncture. Six of the seven patients who deteriorated had evidence of brain shifts seen on follow up CT scans.42 Because lumbar puncture carries the risk of brain herniation or aneurysm rebleeding, the procedure should only be performed if the diagnosis remains in question following the CT scan, or when CT scanning is unavailable. Lumbar puncture is also useful in ruling out infectious meningitis, which may mimic symptoms of SAH. In 1901, Sicard found that yellow discoloration of CSF after centrifugation was a reliable diagnostic sign of previous subarachnoid haemorrhage.43 The term xanthochromia (xanthochromie) was first used in 1902 to describe the yellow colour of CSF in a case of pneumococcal meningitis, and was later used in the 1920s to refer to the colour of CSF several hours after SAH.44-46 The CSF supernatant does not demonstrate discoloration immediately following SAH, but only after red blood cells haemolysed and release oxyhaemoglobin. Xanthochromia can usually be detected four hours after SAH; it becomes maximum one week after haemorrhage, and is usually undetected at three weeks.47 If xanthochromia is present in the CSF, SAH has probably occurred. If a traumatic lumbar puncture is suspected, partial or total clearing of the CSF may occur during collection. If bloody CSF is allowed to stand undisturbed in a test tube, a clot will usually not form in CSF bloody from SAH. Repeat lumbar punctures hours following a traumatic tap will be of little diagnostic value, since blood contaminating the CSF will also show xanthochromia.

After the diagnosis of SAH has been established, patients are assigned a clinical grade based on one of the accepted grading systems. Grading systems for SAH have been reported since the 1930s, when Bramwell graded patients either apoplectic or paralytic.45 Botterell et al introduced a useful grading scale in 1956 which has undergone several modifications, including one in 1973 by Loughed and Marshall.51 52 One of the more universally accepted grading scales for patients with SAH is that of Hunt and Hess (1968),53 which was later modified by Hunt in 1974.48 This grading system classifies patients as follows:

Grade O: Unruptured aneurysm without symptoms.

Grade I: Asymptomatic or minimal headache and slight nuchal rigidity.

Grade 1a: No acute meningeal or brain reaction, but with fixed neurological deficit.

Grade 2: Moderate-to-severe headache, nuchal rigidity, no neurological deficit other than cranial nerve palsy.

Grade 3: Drowsy, confused, or mild focal deficit.

Grade 4: Stupor, moderate-to-severe hemiparesis, possible early decerebrate rigidity and vegetative disturbances.

Grade 5: Deep coma, decerebrate rigidity, moribund appearance.

Both Botterell and Hunt grading scales put the patient into the next worse grade if serious systemic disease or vasospasm is present. Hunt has further specified that attention to the name and date of the classification system used is important to ensure comparability of various patients or patient series reported.54 After SAH has been confirmed, four-vessel cerebral angiography should be performed as soon as possible. The angiographic investigation should visualise all intracranial vessels with multiple views and clearly demonstrate the origins of each posterior inferior cerebellar artery (PICA). We have seen SAH produced from a vertebral aneurysm arising within the cervical canal in association with an abnormally proximal PICA origin. The goals of the angiogram are to demonstrate the cause of the SAH, define the neck of an aneurysm (if possible), delineate the vessels arising adjacent to the aneurysm, determine if multiple aneurysms are present, and assess the degree of vasospasm, if present. In 1977 Nibbelink reported a significant complication rate for cerebral angiography in acute SAH.55 Complications and their frequencies were: transient hemiparesis, 2%; permanent neurological deficits, 2.5%; death, 2.6%; worsening of ischaemic deficit, 3%; and aneurysmal rebleeding, 1.5%. The present complication rate for cerebral angiography should be less than 1%, with an experienced neuroradiologist.57 Aneurysm rupture during angiography has been reported, but is fortunately an infrequent occurrence.58-60 MRI has not proved useful in the acute diagnosis of SAH. MRI has, however, proved valuable in the localisation of subarachnoid clot beyond the time the blood is detectable.
with CT scanning and to identify the most probable source of haemorrhage when multiple aneurysms are found on angiography. We have found MRI invaluable in the evaluation of SAH secondary to giant intracranial aneurysms. Giant aneurysms are often partially thrombosed and incompletely opacified with angiography. MRI is useful in demonstrating the magnitude and location of the aneurysm sac, which angiography fails to elucidate. We have used magnetic resonance angiography to follow the size of giant aneurysm, but because of resolution limitations do not use it in evaluating acute SAH.

Non-aneurysmal subarachnoid haemorrhage

Seventy-five per cent of patients who suffer a spontaneous SAH will be found to have a cerebral aneurysm. Arteriovenous malformation (AVM) will be discovered in 5%, while 20% of SAH patients will have various other causes to which the haemorrhage is attributed, or no cause found. When the initial angiogram does not demonstrate the cause of the SAH, further investigation with repeat angiography is controversial. Earlier studies found that a significant number of patients had an aneurysm demonstrated on a second angiogram or at necropsy that was not evident on the initial study. As angiographic techniques have improved, the yield of repeat angiography has decreased. Forster reported only one patient in whom a second angiogram diagnosed a previously occult cerebral aneurysm out of 56 SAH patients with initially negative studies. Others have reported higher diagnostic yields of 3–4%, although Suzuki reported repeat angiogram diagnosed aneurysms in 22% of patients.

It has been our policy to tailor each diagnostic evaluation to the patient’s specific findings. If the initial angiogram fails to demonstrate a cause of the SAH, but shows focal vasospasm, the angiogram is repeated in 5–7 days. We also advocate repeat angiography if a portion of the cerebral vasculature is not adequately visualised on the initial study or in patients who have a large amount of subarachnoid blood visualised on CT scanning.

SAH is a condition, not a disease, that is not amenable to immediate intervention in order to lessen the severity of the initial haemorrhage. The management goals in spontaneous SAH are similar to those in head trauma, namely diagnose the condition and minimise the potential for further injury. Patients who present with non-aneurysmal SAH are typically in better neurological condition than those patients with SAH from ruptured aneurysms. Although the source of SAH remains undiagnosed in 20% of patients, the mortality rate for this group of patients is less than 3%. The incidence of rebleeding is 4% in the first six months and ranges from 0.2–0.86% per year after six months. The outcomes of a number of reported series concerning SAH with negative angiography have found that 80% of patients with SAH of undetermined aetiology will have a good outcome and return to gainful employment, as opposed to 50% of patients with aneurysmal SAH. The patient’s clinical status usually corresponds to the amount of subarachnoid blood present on the CT scan. The magnitude of the haemorrhage seen on CT scan relates to the development of complications secondary to the haemorrhage. These complications frequently include cerebral vasospasm, hydrocephalus, seizures, memory disturbances, headache, and psychological disturbances. Stober has reviewed the blood distribution on CT scans following both aneurysmal and non-aneurysmal SAH and determined that SAH of unknown aetiology is unlikely to result in blood in the Sylvian or interhemispheric fissures. We have frequently observed that the interpeduncular or perimesencephalic cisterns often demonstrate focal blood collections when SAH of unknown aetiology occurs.

The differential diagnoses that must be considered in non-aneurysmal SAH are extensive. Trauma is a frequent cause of non-aneurysmal SAH. It can be difficult to determine if the SAH was the result or the cause of the patient’s injuries. Other causes include angiographically demonstrable and angiographically occult vascular malformations, coagulopathic conditions, granulomatous angiitis, venous thrombosis, central nervous system infection, intra- and extra-axial tumours, hypertension, drug abuse, and various aetologies within the spinal canal. SAH of spinal origin occurs most commonly from spinal arteriovenous malformations, but may also be related to spinal neoplasms or use of systemic anticoagulants.

The treatment of SAH of unknown aetiology is aimed at preventing secondary injury and relief of symptoms. Patients are initially given bed rest with close nursing observation. Blood pressure is controlled with antihypertensives and the patients are well hydrated. Headache and cervical pain are treated with narcotic analgesics as needed and prophylactic anticonvulsants are administered. Corticosteroids in the form of dexamethasone 4 mg every 6 hours are used to symptomatically alleviate signs of blood-induced meningitis. We also administer an oral calcium channel-blocking agent, nimodipine 60 mg every 4 hours, to reduce the effects of cerebral vasospasm, should it occur. Other symptomatic treatment is initiated as necessary. Serial CT scans are performed daily for the first couple of days after the SAH to detect hydrocephalus or rebleeding. Hydrocephalus may symptomatically present with headache, drowsiness, confusion or agitation. The incidence of acute hydrocephalus following SAH varies extensively among reported series. Bohn and Hugosson found 1% of their patients operated on for ruptured cerebral aneurysms required shunting for hydrocephalus. In contrast, Modesti and Binet found a 63% incidence of abnormal...
ventricular enlargement on CT scanning within 24 hours of SAH. In 1985, van Gijn reported a series of 174 patients who suffered SAH. Thirty four (20%) developed acute hydrocephalus within 72 hours of the haemorrhage. Although intraventricular blood was closely associated with development of hydrocephalus, the extent of cisternal haemorrhage was not. The mortality rate among those patients with acute hydrocephalus was significantly higher than in those without this complication. If hydrocephalus develops following subarachnoid haemorrhage, clinical judgment should be used to assess the severity of the hydrocephalus and the need for CSF diversion. We have found that some patients will transiently exhibit asymptomatic ventricular enlargement following subarachnoid haemorrhage which spontaneously resolves. If the hydrocephalus causes clinical manifestations, continuous external ventricular drainage is performed until the CSF clears of haemorrhagic debris. Continuous external ventricular drainage can usually be performed with little additional morbidity or mortality. After the CSF clears of blood, an attempt is then made to wean the ventricular drainage by gradual elevation of the external CSF collection chamber. If patients tolerate ventriculostomy weaning both clinically and by CT scan appearance of the ventricular size, the ventricular drain is then discontinued. If the external ventriculostomy cannot be weaned without concurrent hydrocephalus, and internal ventriculoperitoneal shunt is placed.

Symptomatic vasospasm occurs in a small percentage of patients who present with SAH of undetermined aetiology. The incidence is less than in those patients found to have aneurysmal SAH, and is related to the magnitude of the haemorrhage seen on the presenting CT scan. We have frequently observed angiographic vasospasm in non-aneurysmal SAH, although clinically symptomatic vasospasm in this specific group of patients is rare in our experience. The treatment of symptomatic vasospasm will be further discussed in this section to follow on aneurysmal subarachnoid haemorrhage.

**Aneurysmal subarachnoid haemorrhage**

**GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS**

Ruptured cerebral aneurysms constitute 77% of the cases of spontaneous SAH. Chason and Hindman were able to demonstrate 137 cerebral aneurysms, a 5% incidence, in a necropsy study of 2786 patients who died of causes unrelated to SAH. They also determined that 42 per cent of the aneurysms had ruptured at some point previously. Necropsy studies will demonstrate a higher occurrence rate of ruptured aneurysms than clinical or radiological studies because aneurysm rupture is a frequent cause of sudden death. Although many series reflect widely variable epidemiological statistics, an approximate occurrence rate for aneurysm rupture is 10 per 100 000 population per year. There is an average prevalence rate of unruptured aneurysms of 5% of the adult population.

There are three basic theories to the pathogenesis of cerebral aneurysms. One theory proposes that a congenital weakness in the muscular layer of cerebral arteries allows the intimal layer to herniate and eventually dis- tend and destroy the elastic membrane, leading to outpouching of an aneurysmal sac. Other theories have attributed aneurysm formation to postnatal degeneration within the vessel wall that leads to deterioration of the internal elastic lamina and resultant aneurysm formation.83 The combination of congenital and degenerative effects that lead to aneurysm formation.4 Aneurysms tend to occur at vascular bifurcations, although they infrequently may occur unassociated with vessel branches.5 Forbus used a rigid glass model to demonstrate that the point of greatest stress on the artery wall occurs at the apex of a vascular bifurcation in line with the direction of flow. The law of Laplace relates wall stress to radius and transmural pressure and can be used to show that as the radius of the aneurysm enlarges, significantly less force is required to cause further enlargement of the sac.5 The average size of ruptured aneurysms is 7-5 mm. Two per cent of aneurysms under 5mm rupture in contrast to 40% of those between 6 mm and 10 mm in external diameter.6 Sixty per cent of aneurysms discovered in people under 60 years of age have previously haemorrhaged.8 Unruptured but symptomatic giant aneurysms carry a grave prognosis related to both mass effect and future rupture. The commonly held perception that giant aneurysms do not bleed and can be managed conservatively is dangerously misleading. Between 30% and 70% of giant aneurysms that are symptomatic are associated with subarachnoid haemorrhage.90 Approximately 20% of SAH patients will have multiple aneurysms. Frequent sites of multiple aneurysms are the internal carotid arteries on both sides.4 This makes it imperative to demonstrate all cerebral vessels on diagnostic angiography when SAH is investigated. The presence of multiple aneurysms will significantly affect the planning of surgical procedures aimed at aneurysm obliteration. When multiple aneurysms are present, the most proximal and the largest will be the most dangerous of SAH.9 Aneurysms with small secondary outpouchings are thought to be particularly prone to rupture, and these outpouchings may actually be false sacs from previous haemorrhages.94 DuBoulay has hypothesised that secondary aneurysm loculations are regions where the aneurysm wall is most unstable, and found asymptomatic aneurysms rarely had secondary loculations. He also found the mortality rate of loculated aneurysms to be twice that of smooth-walled lesions.95 Examinations that are helpful in determining which of the multiple aneurysms is most likely to be the source of SAH, include the history of the ictal event, clinical examination,
The helpful findings will be the headache MRI with patients the posterior ruptured aneurysm clip. Nehls nonoperative treatment formed a meni and surgical aneurysm. The intensity is often found around multiple aneurysms, and the ruptured lesion's mass effect from the haematoma. Expectant management should be confined to management of poor-grade patients, with overall mortality approached 75% in poor-grade patients (grades IV and V). The explanation for dismal surgical results in poor-grade patients is probably multifactorial. A combination of elevated intracranial pressure, reduced cerebral blood flow, poor tissue tolerance to manipulation, and poor tolerance to temporary occlusion, all contribute to poor surgical results. Some have seen encouraging results with aggressive surgical treatment of poor-grade patients, although our experience and that of others has reaffirmed that, in general, poor-grade patients have poor outcomes.

After the diagnosis of ruptured cerebral aneurysm has been confirmed as the cause of SAH, treatment plans need to be considered. The treatment for SAH secondary to a ruptured aneurysm is primarily surgical, with nonoperative treatment reserved for those patients in the poorest grades. Yasargil performed a retrospective analysis comparing surgical to nonsurgical management in patients with ruptured aneurysms in one specific region of Switzerland. Of 624 proven ruptured aneurysms, 349 (55.9%) underwent operation with 5 (1.4%) deaths. Two hundred and seventy five (44.1%) patients did not have surgery and only 4 (0.6%) patients survived, resulting in a mortality rate of 98.5% in the nonoperated patients. Therefore SAH from a ruptured cerebral aneurysm has a high mortality and nonoperative management is rarely indicated. Expectant management should be confined to poor-grade patients who would not be expected to tolerate a surgical procedure.

Patient selection and timing of surgery are important factors that determine outcome. The dilemma of which patient should undergo surgery and when surgery should be performed, in relation to the onset of SAH or vasospasm, remains an unresolved issue. Current trends in neurosurgery and our own results support early operation in patients with good clinical grades. Early surgery is performed to secure the ruptured aneurysm, prevent rebleeding, and to remove as much subarachnoid clot as possible. We generally offer surgery to those patients in Hunt-Hess grades I to III as soon as they are fully radiologically evaluated and medically prepared following hospital admission. Poor-grade patients, grades IV and V are treated non-operatively until their clinical condition improves. Diagnosis and treatment of acute hydrocephalus by external ventricular drainage will often result in patient improvement by one grade early after SAH. In a similar fashion, patients who are in a poor grade, but harbour a significant intraparenchymal haematoma, may show significant improvement with surgery to obliterate the aneurysm and remove the mass effect from the haematoma.

The rationale for conservative management of poor-grade patients stems from previous studies evaluating surgical results related to the patient's preoperative status. Hunt and Hess categorised patients into grades to investigate prognosis of the preoperative neurological status, and found that operative mortality approached 75% in poor-grade patients. The explanation for dismal surgical results in poor-grade patients is probably multifactorial. A combination of elevated intracranial pressure, reduced cerebral blood flow, poor tissue tolerance to manipulation, and poor tolerance to temporary occlusion, all contribute to poor surgical results. Some have seen encouraging results with aggressive surgical treatment of poor-grade patients, although our experience and that of others has reaffirmed that, in general, poor-grade patients have poor outcomes.

After it has been determined that a patient with aneurysmal SAH is a candidate for surgery, timing of surgery becomes a consideration. The overall management morbidity and mortality must be a consideration in the surgical planning. The major factors that must be considered are: 1) aneurysm rebleeding; 2) delayed ischaemia deficit due to vasospasm, and 3) technical considerations of the operative procedure. The predominant historical opinion has been that if surgery was intentionally delayed for 1–2 weeks following SAH, the surgical outcomes were much more favourable compared with early surgery. Notlen and Olivecrona published the results of 100 consecutive anterior communicating artery aneurysms managed in this fashion and
We admit patients with SAH directly to the surgical intensive care unit, where further assessment is performed. Patients are graded according to the Hunt-Hess grading scale,\textsuperscript{15}\textsuperscript{54} and accompanying radiographic studies are evaluated. In the presence of obvious SAH on CT scan, a cerebral angiogram is immediately performed, if not previously obtained. Angiography is performed as soon as possible after admission, with each case individualised for the patient. Early angiography is beneficial for early diagnosis, even if patients are not offered immediate surgery. An angiogram obtained early after SAH will confirm the diagnosis, and preoperative planning or immediate surgery can be undertaken. Preoperative preparation usually includes routine blood tests, type and crossmatch of packed red blood cells, placement of central venous access and radial arterial monitoring catheters, and premedication.

Preoperative medication includes administration of anticonvulsants, corticosteroids, calcium channel blockers, antihypertensives and analgesics. Although we initially attempt to normalise the patient’s intravascular volume status, vasodilators may be required to decrease incidence of aneurysm rebleeding, but did not significantly affect the incidence of subsequent vasospasm.\textsuperscript{29}\textsuperscript{106} The overall results of these contemporary cooperative studies show that overall management morbidity and mortality of early versus delayed surgical therapy are not significantly different. The possible exception may be the patients who were alert and in excellent grade upon admission and had the most favourable results with early surgery. The surgeon must weigh all factors, including his/her technical capabilities, the risk of rebleeding, and potential management difficulties, including vasospasm, when deciding on the best time to perform the surgical procedure.

Preoperative management of aneurysmal subarachnoid haemorrhage

We believe in early surgical repair of the ruptured aneurysm followed by aggressive medical therapy, if necessary, for vasospasm. It is preferable for referral patients to be transferred to a neurosurgical centre as soon as possible following the ictus of SAH. The thought that patients need to be observed for a period following SAH before transfer to a neurosurgical centre is an erroneous concept and only serves to delay transfer unnecessarily and place patients at risk for rebleeding. We have found that immediate transfer once the diagnosis of SAH is suspected provides the best chance for optimal patient outcome. It is imperative that pertinent radiographic studies also be sent to the neurosurgeon along with the patient. This is especially true for angiograms performed before transfer. Sending poor quality copies of radiographs or not sending the complete angiogram because of individual hospital administrative policy, results in needless and dangerous repetition of vital diagnostic examinations.

reported a remarkable 3% mortality rate.\textsuperscript{103} It was presumably conceived in these early studies that technical difficulties associated with early surgery would negate any potential benefit early surgery was affording to prevent rebleeding and facilitate the management of vasospasm. There was also concern that early surgery could worsen the effects of vasospasm in the face of disturbed autoregulation.\textsuperscript{104}\textsuperscript{105} Because of improvements in neuroanesthesia, neurosurgical instrumentation and the advent of the operative microscope, investigators have re-evaluated the optimal timing of aneurysm surgery.

Recent studies investigating the timing of surgery for ruptured intracranial aneurysms have shown that early surgery was not significantly more difficult than delayed surgery from a technical standpoint, as perceived by the operating surgeons. Although the results of surgery delayed until after post-bleed day 10 were superior to results of early surgery, the morbidity and mortality of rebleeding (12% at 2 weeks) and other complications associated with delayed surgery, negated any benefit of delaying the procedure. Early surgery did result in prophylactic use of antifibrinolytics to decrease incidence of aneurysm rebleeding, but did not significantly affect the incidence of subsequent vasospasm.\textsuperscript{29}\textsuperscript{106} The overall results of these contemporary cooperative studies show that overall management morbidity and mortality of early versus delayed surgical therapy are not significantly different. The possible exception may be the patients who were alert and in excellent grade upon admission and had the most favourable results with early surgery. The surgeon must weigh all factors, including his/her technical capabilities, the risk of rebleeding, and potential management difficulties, including vasospasm, when deciding on the best time to perform the surgical procedure.
alone following SAH. The addition of antifibrinolytic therapy lowered the incidence of rebleeding and death to 10% at 2 weeks in those patients studied.\textsuperscript{116} Although antifibrinolytic therapy decreases rebleeding by 50% during the first two weeks following SAH, an increase in management complications are a major concern. The most frequent complication of antifibrinolytic therapy is diarrhoea, occurring in 24% of patients. Communicating hydrocephalus is 25% more frequent with antifibrinolytic therapy according to Park's report.\textsuperscript{117} The greatest concern over the use of antifibrinolytic agents has been the associated increase in ischaemic neurological deficits, that has counterbalanced its efficacy in some studies.\textsuperscript{113} Our view is that antifibrinolytics have little role to play in acute aneurysmal subarachnoid haemorrhage if surgery is anticipated within two days of admission. These agents may be of value if an operative procedure is delayed longer than 48 hours.

Aneurysm rebleeding is a catastrophic event that may occur relatively soon after the initial SAH.\textsuperscript{118} The frequency of aneurysm rebleeding is highest within the first 48 hours following the initial SAH with an average incidence of 4%.\textsuperscript{108, 119} The mortality rate from aneurysm rebleeding carries at least a 70% mortality rate. Surgical treatment offers the best protection against rebleeding and early surgery after hospital admission and affords the best chance of minimising this highly lethal complication.

Some neurosurgeons are concerned that surgery soon after acute SAH is technically difficult due to brain swelling and obscuration of vital structures by acute blood within the subarachnoid space. Despite these considerations, the majority of our patients have surgery early after SAH to minimise the incidence of rebleeding. Although the surgery can be technically more demanding, we have not found technical problems to adversely influence the management morbidity and mortality of our patients. We have found intraoperative ventricular puncture and aggressive gravity drainage of CSF to be an extremely useful adjunct in overcoming an initially swollen brain soon after SAH.\textsuperscript{110} The results of the most recent cooperative study confirm that although most surgeons report that the brain is significantly more swollen with early surgery, the majority of surgeons report that early surgery is not technically more difficult.\textsuperscript{106} In this cooperative study, early surgery did reduce the incidence of rebleeding, but had no effect in decreasing the incidence of vasoconstriction, which theoretically might have been expected by early subarachnoid clot removal.\textsuperscript{121-123}

Surgical considerations and complications
The goals of aneurysm surgery following SAH are: (1) aneurysm obliteration with preservation of normal vasculature; (2) minimal brain tissue disruption, and (3) removal of as much subarachnoid clot as is safely feasible. Our patients undergoing uncomplicated aneurysm repair following SAH had morbidity and mortality rates of approximately 10%. When intraoperative rupture occurred, the morbidity and mortality rates increased to approximately 20 per cent. Factors such as the phase of the dissection, the use of blunt versus sharp dissection techniques, and complete aneurysm neck dissection play key roles in minimising intraoperative mortality. Adequate depth of anasthesia, strict blood pressure control, and appropriately situated craniotomies, which necessitate minimal brain retraction will aid in reducing the incidence of aneurysm rupture before subarachnoid dissection.

The most frequent time for intraoperative aneurysm rupture is during subarachnoid dissection before clip application.\textsuperscript{124-126} In our experience, ill-advised blunt dissection techniques are the most frequent cause of intraoperative rupture. Aneurysm rupture produced by blunt dissection typically produces a large tear at the aneurysm neck junction, and the amount of bleeding is usually torrential. This is in contrast to aneurysm bleeding resulting from sharp dissection. Bleeding from sharp dissection is usually punctate and more controllable than bleeding from blunt dissection. The dense clot surrounding the vessels and the aneurysm should be sharply divided with microscissors or microarachnoid knives. Dissection should also follow the normal vasculature when dissecting into the vicinity of the aneurysm. Proximal and distal vascular control early in the dissection and before aneurysm dissection is mandatory in all cases. Definitive neck dissection before aneurysm clip application will also reduce the likelihood of clip-induced rupture of the aneurysm, which is similar to aneurysm rupture from blunt dissection.

Intraoperative aneurysm rupture is an inevitable complication of intracranial aneurysm surgery. Close blood pressure control, basal craniotomy flaps, minimal brain retraction, strict use of sharp dissection techniques, dissection along normal vascular anatomy, and appropriate use of available clips, can potentially minimise the incidence of intraoperative rupture and provide the optimal chance for a good surgical outcome.

In the event of intraoperative aneurysm rupture, we have found several techniques useful. Temporary arterial occlusion on all afferent and efferent vessels involved with the aneurysm, is one of the most useful measures. We induce electroencephalographic burst suppression during temporary occlusion to optimise cerebral protection during temporary occlusion. We use etomidate for cerebral protection because of its ability to suppress cerebral metabolic activity and oxygen requirements, its rapid reversibility, and minimal toxicity.\textsuperscript{127} We do not use induced hypotension to control intraoperative aneurysm rupture because of the theoretically deleterious effects of hypotension on patients specifically susceptible to either acute or delayed
ischaemia. Giannotta found that induced hypotension influenced outcome negatively when used to control intraoperative aneurysm rupture.\textsuperscript{126}

We attempt to remove as much subarachnoid clot during surgery as is deemed safe. The variable consistency of acute and subacute subarachnoid blood at various stages of fibrinolysis renders success of clot removal unpredictable. Previous reports have found some potential benefit in preventing vasospasm or lessening its severity by aggressive subarachnoid clot removal.\textsuperscript{128,129} Recent reports have focused on the use of topical thrombolytic agents instilled into the subarachnoid space during surgery. The chief agent being investigated is tissue-type plasminogen activator (tPA) substance. Use of tPA has been reported to show some effect on chemical thrombolysis of subarachnoid clot in the postoperative period.\textsuperscript{130-132} In our limited experience, tPA does appear to aid clearance of subarachnoid blood seen on CT scan. Whether this chemically induced thrombolysis will be beneficial in decreasing the morbidity and mortality of vasospasm remains to be demonstrated. The addition of tPA at surgery carries some risk of increased bleeding in the operative site postoperatively.

**Postoperative management**

Patient care following surgery to obliterate a ruptured cerebral aneurysm is complex and must be based on many possible complications. The major problems in the immediate postoperative period include brain swelling, bleeding in the operative site, fluid and electrolyte disturbances, hydrocephalus, and the onset of cerebral vasospasm. Close observation is necessary because most postoperative complications produce similar symptoms but require entirely different treatment. As well as the neurological examination, frequent CT scanning, blood electrolyte determination, and transcranial Doppler (TCD) evaluations are particularly helpful.

Patients who have had surgery to repair a ruptured aneurysm are predisposed to develop brain swelling and oedema. The subarachnoid clot is irritating to the brain surface, cerebral vascular autoregulation is disturbed, intracranial pressure is often elevated, and regions of infarction related to surgical occlusion are all contributing factors to postoperative brain swelling. Patients are typically maintained on dexamethasone, 16 mg per day, for at least one week postoperatively. Intravascular volume status is closely assessed with either central venous access monitors or pulmonary artery catheters, depending on the patient's condition. At the time of surgery the degree of swelling and the necessity of frontal or temporal lobectomy are assessed. In a similar fashion, lobectomy is considered postoperatively if clinical deterioration occurs concomitant with CT evidence of brain swelling.

Fluid and electrolyte disturbances are also relatively common following SAH and surgery to repair a ruptured aneurysm. Takaku found an 8-8% incidence of electrolyte disturbances following aneurysm surgery.\textsuperscript{134} Hyponatraemia is the most common abnormality, occurring in 53%, whereas hypernatraemia had the highest mortality rate (42%). Hyponatraemia can be due to either inappropriate secretion of antidiuretic hormone or true natriuresis due to cerebral salt wasting. Both syndromes are characterised by a decrease in plasma sodium levels and osmolality, associated with increased urine sodium concentration greater than 25 mmol per litre. Clinical differentiation of these syndromes is important because patients with primary salt wasting syndrome are hypovolaemic and require sodium and fluid replacement. Conversely, true inappropriate antidiuretic hormone secretion is treated with fluid restriction.

As previously discussed, communicating hydrocephalus both before and after surgery can be seen in SAH patients. There have been some reports that early operation and subarachnoid clot removal may decrease the incidence of postoperative hydrocephalus.\textsuperscript{135} Others have proposed that preoperative antifibrinolytics contribute to the development of hydrocephalus.\textsuperscript{117} Regardless of the cause, postoperative hydrocephalus should be ruled out in any patient with a decline in mental status following aneurysm surgery. Delayed ischaemic deficit secondary to cerebral vasospasm is the greatest cause of morbidity in patients surviving the initial SAH. Clinically significant vasospasm occurs in 30% of patients with SAH from a ruptured cerebral aneurysm. Permanent neurological deficit or death occurs in approximately 12% of patients who develop severe clinical vasospasm.\textsuperscript{136,137} Cerebral vasospasm has a peak incidence around the sixth to eighth day following SAH, although it can occur at any time following SAH up to about 14 days post-bleed, beyond which it is extremely rare.\textsuperscript{138} When vasospasm develops, it may last for several days or up to several weeks.\textsuperscript{136,139} The most reliable predictor of those patients predisposed to develop vasospasm is the amount and distribution of subarachnoid blood on the CT scan. Thick layers of blood in the basal cisterns carries a higher risk of vasospasm than diffuse or focal localisations of cisternal blood. Lobar haematomas and interhemispheric blood are associated with a low risk of vasospasm. Subarachnoid blood in the Sylvian fissure appears to carry an intermediate vasospasm risk.\textsuperscript{140,141} Clinical vasospasm develops gradually over hours or days, and is typically associated with gradual, progressive decline in neurological status. Headache, fever, and leukocytosis are often present and may herald the onset of vasospasm before neurological deterioration.

At present, the mainstay of treatment for clinically significant cerebral vasospasm is the induction of hypervolaemia and systemic hypertension, often referred to as hyperdynamic therapy. The neurological deficits seen with vasospasm are the result of arterial
narrowing and increased cerebrovascular resistance. Because autoregulation is usually impaired after SAH, manoeuvres that increase cerebral perfusion pressure can increase cerebral blood flow in the ischaemic regions.\textsuperscript{142,143} Patients undergoing induced hypertension and intravascular volume expansion are best treated in an intensive care unit with arterial and deep venous pressure monitoring. An indwelling arterial catheter is used for close blood pressure monitoring, and a Swan-Ganz catheter is used to monitor pulmonary capillary wedge pressures. Transcutaneous pulse-oximeters are used to monitor oxygen saturation and signs of early pulmonary decompensation from hyper-volaemic therapy. Fluid balance is assessed hourly, and daily chest radiographs are performed and inspected for signs of congestive heart failure or pulmonary oedema.

The initial therapy for symptomatic vasospasm consists of volume expansion with plasma protein fractionate to create a positive fluid balance of 1–2 litres. The pulmonary artery wedge pressure is usually maintained between 18 and 20 mmHg, and the central venous pressure is kept at approximately 10 mmHg. If clinical improvement is not seen soon after volume expansion, arterial blood pressure is elevated with dopamine and typically maintained with systolic pressures between 180 and 220 mmHg. Kassell has reported 58 patients treated for cerebral vasospasm with volume expansion and induced arterial hypertension in which there was reversal of neurological symptoms in 75%. He found neurological improvement to be permanent in 74% and temporary in 7%.\textsuperscript{99} As intravascular volume is expanded, patients may undergo a secondary diuresis which can make artificial elevation of the pulmonary capillary wedge pressure difficult. Use of low-dose vasopressin can help minimise the diuresis and help maintain an elevated intravascular fluid volume. Hypervolumetric and hypertensive therapy is continued until the neurological symptoms resolve or complications from therapy require re-evaluation of the risk/benefit ratio of continuing this type of treatment. Complications of hyperdynamic therapy include pulmonary oedema, congestive heart failure, brain oedema, hypertensive cerebral haemorrhage, systemic complications of prolonged vasopressor use, and myocardial infarction. Contraindications to hyperdynamic therapy include cerebral oedema, cerebral infarction, pulmonary oedema, adult respiratory distress syndrome, and increased intracranial pressure.\textsuperscript{144}

When hyperdynamic therapy has proven unsuccessful or is contraindicated, we have found other less established manoeuvres helpful. We have found selective intra-arterial infusion of papaverine hydrochloride (300 mg over 1 hour) into the symptomatic vascular territory to be extremely useful in reversing angiographic vasospasm in some patients. The results of this therapy can be clinically dramatic, but in a similar fashion may be extremely fleeting or completely unsuccessful.

Further investigation needs to be performed to clarify the role of intra-arterial infusions of vasodilator substances for treatment of cerebral vasospasm. Anecdotal reports agree with our experience in the limited number of patients who have had this therapy.\textsuperscript{145,146}

Another potentially useful adjunct in the treatment of posthaemorrhagic cerebral vasospasm is balloon angioplasty of the large intracranial vessels. A number of investigators have reported encouraging results with the use of this technique in vasospasm treatment.\textsuperscript{147–149} We have also witnessed marked improvement in cerebral circulation following transluminal angioplasty. We have also seen fatal complications of this technique due to vessel rupture and perforation. Linskey reported a fatal SAH that was produced by rupture of residual aneurysm neck by the angioplasty catheter.\textsuperscript{150} The use of such adjunctive treatment modalities should be undertaken with caution until further safety and efficacy of these procedures is more clearly understood.

Management after hospital discharge

Patients that have survived SAH and are ultimately discharged from the hospital require close follow up care to detect and treat latent complications. Communicating hydrocephalus may develop following discharge and may be manifest by increasing headache, lethargy, confusion, or regression of a previously improving neurological status. Occasionally fluid and electrolyte disturbances do not become evident until after discharge, and may only be suspected with a patient history of abnormal fluid intake coupled with mental status changes.

Seizures following SAH occur in a small number of patients. There is no evidence that seizures during the initial haemorrhage are likely to persist or recur later. Patients in our practice suffering SAH are usually placed on prophylactic anticonvulsants when they present to the hospital, and are maintained on anti-seizure medications for approximately six months postoperatively. Hart was unable to demonstrate the benefit of prophylactic anticonvulsant therapy after acute SAH.\textsuperscript{151} The most important risk factors determining the development of a seizure disorder are poor neurological grade and focal neurologic deficits. Our belief is that postoperative seizures are socially stigmatising to such an extent that prophylactic anticonvulsant therapy for six months is of potential benefit with very little risk of side effects.

Because latent complications may develop, our pattern is to follow patients on a monthly basis following discharge with CT scans and laboratory testing as necessary. Patients are weaned from anticonvulsants approximately six months postoperatively and are followed with clinic visits until they are neurologically stable for one year.

Conclusions

The condition known as subarachnoid haemorrhage is a complex medical event that
affects a significant number of people each year. The causes can be multifactorial, but are most commonly related to bleeding from an existing cerebral aneurysm. Many patients do not survive the initial SAH, and the optimal treatment for patients that come to diagnosis and treatment remains controversial. Diagnostic imaging techniques have significantly advanced over the past 10 years, although CT scanning and angiography remain the diagnostic procedures of choice. Controversy continues over the optimal time to perform aneurysm surgery following SAH. There does not appear to be any significant difference in overall patient outcome with early compared to delayed aneurysm surgery. Early surgery and antifibrinolytic medication can prevent rebleeding, but add to the management morbidity of acutely ill SAH patients. Delayed cerebral ischaemia continues to be a major cause of morbidity in SAH patients, despite medical and surgical adjuncts such as calcium channel blockers, hyperdynamic hypervolemic therapy, infusion of intra-cerebral vasoexpander drugs, transluminal angioplasty, and use of intraoperative thrombolytic drugs. Induced hypertension and volume expansion is the most reliable method of treating symptomatic vasospasm at the present time. In spite of therapeutic and surgical advances over the past two decades, a percentage of SAH patients will ultimately succumb or be neurologically injured, as long as SAH remains a condition that is not widely preventable.

Physicians who diagnose and manage patients with acute SAH would be well advised to keep up with the ever-changing developments in the management of this ubiquitous and catastrophic condition that may strike healthy and unsuspecting individuals at any time.
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